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Acteal massacre 82, 89
Active Resistance 231
Affinity groups [60], 67, 191, [202-203], 215, 312, 375
Agribusiness 152
Algerian independence fighters 280
American dream 410
Anarcha-feminists 256-261
Anarchists and flags, 317-318; and Ivy League universities, 46; and gardening, 138; and pink, 291; flying, 318-319; in Genoa, 349; in Spanish revolution, 76, 88, 215; rumours of, 307; solidarity with workers, 423-433; in economies see Solidarity economy

Autonomous communities convergence centres, 215; Kuna, 113; Mendha, India, 115; Mentawi Islands, 115; Pak Mun Protest Villages 140; piqueteros, 472-481; San Salvador Atenco, 473; social centres, 425; Village Republic, 155; Zapatistas, 80, 114
Autonomy [107-109], 107-119 and piqueteros, 475; and Peoples' Global Action, 96; and sans-papiers, 40; appeal of, 108; appropriation of, 108; confused with independence and individualism, 109; development of, 423; essential components, 112; in affinity groups, 215; in economies see Solidarity economy

B

Baboon butt 252
Bechtel Corporation 264, 272, 276, 341, 441
Beheading 219
Bensonhurst-Philidango, Mr 255
Biotechnology 152-153
Black Bloc at Bush protest, 314, 317-318; in Genoa, 353, 359, 368, 370; in Québec, 344, 347; in Seattle, 205, 216, 226; message to, 372; questions for, 312
Boring political speeches 162, 174
Brukman textile factory 461, 463
Burgers 414
Bus Riders’ Union 117

C

Cacerolazo 396, 422
Capital flight 458
Capitalism [109, 444] alienation under, 177; and false sense of independence, 109; and food, 150; architects of, 310, 391; as constructed system, 309; disappointment with, 453; entwined with neoliberalism, 325; escape from, 107, 110, 116, 118, 350; mutability of, 391; seduction of, 444-448; unmasking of, 309, 310, 499; see also Neoliberalism, Economic globalization
Cargill (dismantled) 160
Carnival [174], 173-183, 346 as counterpower, 350; as spectacle, 26, 176; as ‘terrorism’, 179; creating space for, 224; goals, 175; in Ogoniland, 196; and music, 216
Carnivals against capital and the FBI, 179; in London, 184-187, 188-195, 217, 231; in Prague, 290-295; in Québec City, 178, 346; in Seattle, 174
Democracy (charade of) 474 see also US presidential elections
Chase Manhattan Bank 310
Chiapas autonomy in, 114-155; clandestinity in, 306; inspiration from, 397; perceived threat, 310; poverty and violence in, 80-87; see also Zapatistas
City of London 176, 188 protest in, 196, 176, 217, 500; solidarity actions, 184-187
Civil disobedience 312, 314
Clandestinity [305], 303-315 and black market, 445; as a tool, 305; of capitalism, 310-311; in Chilavert printing press, 459; through history, 306
Cochabamba 308, 264-277 declaration of water rights, 341; PGA conference, 412
Colonialism 332, 398, 401 and language, 409; corporate, 162 see also Neocolonialism
Computer problems 253
Confédération Paysanne 169, 456
Confetti 344
Conscientious objectors 440
Consulta 115-117, 264
Convergence centres [173] description of, 214; in Seattle, 223; raids on, 308-309
Counterpower 348, 350, 393; see also Dual power
Criminal Justice Bill 30, 50
Cultural imperialism 278
Culture jamming 219, 244-[245], 303
Dams destroying environment, 144, low productivity, 140; Pak Mun, 140; Sardar Sarovar, 145, 296

Davos see World Economic Forum

Demonstrations (psychological effects) 178

Department of Homeland Security 303

Diggers 120, 190

Digital divide 232

Direct Action Network 64, 69, 218, 220

Direct action 32, [202] 426, [465, 467] against evictions, 486; by Indian farmers, 158; case-work, 117, 465; defending garden, 138; pulling GMO crops, 168

Direct democracy 177, 472, 476

Disguise 191, 258, 305-306

Disobbedienti [112-113], see also Tute Bianche

Diversity of tactics 290, 312

Dual power 469-470, 393, see also Counterpower

Durban Social Forum 398, 403

Ecological crisis 182, 343

Economic apartheid 402, 486

Economic globalization 22, 154, 200, 401, 411, 500 see also Capitalism, Neoliberalism

Emergence theory [68], 71-73

Employee Visualization Appendage 251 features of, 254

Enclosure 20, [26], 54, 150

Encuentro first, 34-37; second, 74-79

Environmental destruction 199

European Union 298, 502

EZLN see Zapatistas

Factories (occupied) 397, 450-455, 458-463

FBI 182, 311 see also Tutus

Fear 179, 294, 304, 309, 509

Fences (breaking of) 1-7, 20 at Woomera, 431-433; for land invasion, 123-124; in Québec, 313, 338, 342; piqueteros 395

Food expropriation of, 90, 92, 105, 393; growing, 150; problem of storage, 167; security, 167-168

Free Papua Movement 107

Free Trade Area of the Americas 336-339, [340] and secret trade courts, 277; goal, 340; lack of government credibility around, 310; popular opinion against, 117; secret text, 27, 310

FTAA see Free Trade Area of the Americas

Gardens (community) 134-139; see also Guerrilla gardening

GATT see General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade

G8 see Group of Eight

General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade 104, 157

General assemblies see assemblies

Genetically modified organisms 67, 152, 300

Genoa 356-373 police raid, 361-366; solidarity actions, 352-355

Giant fist 387

Globalization 163, 200, 435-436; see also Economic globalization

GMOs see Genetically modified organisms

Golden phallus 246, 251, 252, 254, see also Employee Visualization Appendage

Gramercy Advisers 310

Green Revolution 157, [162]

Greenham Common 440

Group of Eight 102, 184, [356] see also Genoa

Guerrilla gardening 134-139, 150-151, 469

ICT see Intercontinental caravan

Immigrants (undocumented) 38-45, 428-429, 467

Indian farmers 370 see also Karnataka State Farmers’ Association

Industrial agriculture 282

Industrial Workers of the World 282


Infernal Noise Brigade 216-227

Institutions of global capital (crisis of legitimacy) 179, 372, 499, 502

Intercontinental caravan 160-170, 187

International Monetary Fund and Africa, 328; and Eastern Europe, 442; and Ecuador, 310; and privatization, 264, 331; austerity measures, 140, 309, 394, 442; loans from, 26, 311, 393, 413; mistrust of, 391; riots against, 22; structural adjustment programmes, 43, 301, 328, 404, 413, 488

International Solidarity Movement 376-385

Internet and emergence of Zapatistas, 24, 64, 231; and information dissemination, 77, 274; and MAI defeat, 65; and research, 272; as networking tool, 71, 76, 412, 414; limitations of, 232; surveillance of, 312

Israel 376-385

IWW see Industrial Workers of the World

Ja see City of London

Jail solidarity 242, [326]-327

Jobs (shitty) 93

June 18 see City of London
Karnataka State Farmers’ Association 99, 152-153, 456
about, 154; and ecological issues 156;
civil disobedience, 158
Kasalapalou 415-417
KRRS see Karnataka State Farmers’ Association
Kuna nation 113-114
Lamé (gold) 250, 254
Land occupation 125, 127-129, 494
Land use 125, 134
Larzac 278
Laughter and government collapse, 170, 180; at
movement, 500; dispelling fear, 180; of carnival, 178; of
liberation, 342, 373; of solidarity, 180; parade of, 162, 187
Leaders (having none) 85, 369, 404, 487, 506
Leadership rejection of traditional, 66;
positive examples of, 493-494
LIFFE see London International Financial Futures Exchange
London International Financial Futures Exchange 176,
[190]-194
Mass actions 68-69, 214, 306, 370, 448, 504
McCarthy era 311
McDonald’s (dismantling) 283-284
Medieval Bloc 178
Microcredit loans [259]
Millau 278
Money (world without) 90
Monsanto (cremating) 152
Movement of Unemployed Workers 394, 472-481
Movimento Sem Terra 122-133, 170
MTD see Movement of Unemployed Workers
Mujeres Creando 256-261
Multilateral Agreement on Investment 65, 310

N
N30 see Seattle
NAFTA see North American Free Trade Agreement
Naked hippies 166
Narmada Bachao Andolan 296
National Indigenous Congress 114, 324
Neighbourhood assemblies see Assemblies
Neighbourhoods and piqueteros, 474-475; as source of
power, 393, 472, 486; assemblies, 396-397, 422-427;
democracy in, 476; organizing, 464, 492; reclaiming, 134;
returning to, 504-505; solidarity of, 458-459
Neocolonialism [39]
Neoliberalism [25], 81, 346 and individualism, 458; and
the taxi industry, 212; and transition economies, 445,
450; and WEF, 390; applied to city, 134; effects on
women, 395, 478-479; effects on South Africa, 399, 488-
489; gullibility of proponents, 246; in Argentina, 472; in
ex-Yugoslavia, 442; in Latin America, 503; see also
Capitalism, Economic globalization
Networks 63-73 and autonomy, 108, 116-117; and living
systems, 67-68; and Zapatistas, 36-37; as organizing tool,
114, 158; creation of, 74-76, 164; of capitalism, 65, 388;
strength of, 24, 72, 504; structure of, 77
Niger Delta 196
No Borders network 38, 428-429
Nonviolence 154, [156] and violence, 112, 293, 312, 344,
370; message to adherents of, 372
North American Free Trade Agreement 22, 340
North Atlantic Treaty Organization 442
November 30 see Seattle
Nuffield Foundation 165

O
OCAP see Ontario Coalition Against Poverty
Ontario Coalition Against Poverty 117-118, 464-471
Ontario Common Front 466
Orange Alternative 181

P
Pak Mun dam see dams
Palestine 376-385
Patriots (angry) 318
Peoples’ Global Action 96-101, 154, 412-417
PGA see Peoples’ Global Action
Pies and Charles Hurwitz, 155; and Chevron CEO, 227; and
Brazilian police, 381; and Enron CEO, 361; and James
Wolfensohn, 341; and Michel Camdessus, 259; and Milton
Friedman, 209; and Prime Minister Jean Cretien, 293; and
Prime Minister Bertie Ahern, 437; and Renato “Rocky”
Ruggiero, 211; and social menaces, 94; disadvantages of
vegan, 262; for Thanksgiving, 213; full face coverage, 262;
in the corridors of power, 263; not good enough for Bill
Gates, 191; utopians who throw them, 182
Pink feather boa 295
Piqueteros 394, 426, 464, 470 interview with, 472-481;
and women, 478-479
Police riot 194, 204, 329
Polish Protest Committee 451
Politicians betrayal by, 399, 416, 495; rejection of, 400
Poors 401, 486-497
Pope Squat 469-470
Popular assemblies see assemblies
Power [389], 387-397 nature of 387, 502; of clandestinity, 304; power over and power to, 389-390; problem of, 368; soft and hard forms of, 503-504; to disrupt, 465, see also Counterpower, Dual power
Prague 65, 179, 500
solidarity actions, 286-289
Press for Change 331
Privatization 150 in Eastern Europe, 442, 450; of creativity, 469; of housing, 398, 493; of NGOs, 313; of water 264, 273, 331
Propaganda of sound 220
Protesters (disparaging remarks about) 66, 194, 306-307, 500
Qatar 251, 311, 418-421
Québec 27 and catapult, 178; carnival, 340; friendly locals, 340; medical clinic, 308; solidarity actions, 336-339
Radio (community) 416, 429
RAND Corporation 66, 69
Rebecca Riots 180
Reclaim the Streets 50-59, 60-61; see also City of London
Refugees see Immigrants (undocumented)
Reclaim the Streets 50-59, 60-61; see also City of London
Reclaim the Streets 50-59, 60-61; see also City of London
Revolutionary Anarchist Clown Bloc 179
Roquefort 278
Rubber ducks 440
Rutabagas (radioactive) 164

S
S26 see Prague
Sabotage 440, [456]-457
San Andrés Accords 115
Sans-Papiers 38-45, 428
SAPs see Structural adjustment programmes
Scary dogs 63
Schenegen agreement [445]
Seattle 28, 173, 204-242, 500 and Millau, 279; description of, 173-174; importance to Southern movements, 201; one-word rallying cry, 174; organizing in, 219-220; taxi strike, 211; solidarity actions, 204-207
Shell Oil 196, 496
Situationists 181, 256
Smurfs 181
Solidarity economy 394, 397, 458, 472
Solidarity (international) 80, 296, and Africa, 330; and Kenya, 335; and Nigeria, 200-201; and Palestine, 377-378; and South Africa, 494-495
Solidarity 435, 450 and class, 280; and hope, 435; in jail, 326-327; in workplace, 456-457; new meaning of, 23, 496-497; on emotional level, 378; transformative nature of, 350
Solidarnosc 451-453
South Africa and Argentina, 495; betrayal of African National Congress 398; privatization in, 392
Space (political) 73, 117 after 11 September 466-467; and carnival, 178; defending, 408, 511; of hope, 29; opening of, 215, 262, 376, 387, 389, 396
Space (public) 257-258, 305 and revolution, 73; and the body, 175; lack of, 120; privatization of, 20, 493; without cars, 50, 54
Spokescouncil meetings [215]
Squatting 78, 111, 120, 121, 425, see also Pope Squat
State terror 306, 309, 333, 367, 410
Stories 14-15, 402, 422, 497 and networks, 64-65; power of, 277
Structural adjustment programmes see International Monetary Fund
Suicide of peasants 162
Swarms 66-67, 71
Sweatshops 46-50
Systems theory 66

T
Tactical Frivolity 179, 290-295
iTchKung! 303
Tear gas asphyxiation by, 342; expense of, 267; first summit wreathed in, 24; in church, 38; in Indymedia centre, 240; injuries from, 358; paying for own, 209; protecting Bechtel with, 266; smell of, 275; taste of, 227, 347; throwing back, 350; use against civilians, 21, 25, 208, 216, 225, 241, 295, 299, 340, 358-359, 398, 430, 452, 492
Telefonika 450
Texas trousers 443
Textile industry see Yes Men
Time zone (importance of knowing) 252
Tute Bianche 111, 179, 203, 324, 357
Tutus and FBI, 182; and terrorists, 178

U
UN World Conference Against Racism 398, 402-407, 410
Underpants 352
Unemployed movements 90-96; see also Movement of Unemployed Workers
Upside down world 123, 174
US presidential election 316
See also Democracy (charade of)
USA PATRIOT Act 311
Utopia 90, 107, 182, 499

Via Campesina 27, 122, 278
Violence [99, 313] of economic system, 411; and Africa, 328; and colonialism, 328; on humanity, 310; resistance against, 440-441 in ex-Yugoslavia, 442, 445; in Palestine, 376-385; 'on terror', 303, 422, 435, 502, 508; in Chiapas, 80-87; economic, 509; Fourth World, 504; least profitable, 247; 440-441; and truth, 466; how to start, 49, 372-373, 501, 508-509 wrongful accusations of, 83, see also Capitalism

War against African youth, 328; against Iraq, 408, 502, 440-441; and truth, 466; at home, 356, 501; economic, 509; Fourth World, 504; least profitable, 247; ‘on terror’, 303, 422, 435, 502, 508; in Chiapas, 80-87; in ex-Yugoslavia, 442, 445; in Palestine, 376-385; on humanity, 310; resistance against, 440-441

Washington Consensus 298, 393, 503
Water war 264-277
Weapons of movement clandestinity, 304; feather dusters, 308; masks, 346; teddy bears, 178; water pistols and farting gas, 415; words, 320

WEF see World Economic Forum
White Overalls see Tute Bianche
Winning 315, 325, 359, 503 ambiguity of, 112; and OCAP, 465; how to start, 49, 372
Wombats 185
Wombles 203
Woomera detention centre 430-439
World Bank and Africa, 328; and colonialism, 328; and dams, 140, 296; and Papua New Guinea 412-417; and privatization, 264; arrogance of, 274; secret trade court, 276

World Economic Forum [390]-391, 502
World Social Forum 502, 505
World Trade Center as symbol of capitalism, 408, 412; attack on, 138, 303, 311, 408, 501
World Trade Organization Agreement on Agriculture, 154, 160; in Qatar, 251, 311, 418-421; in Seattle 204, [208], 311; second ministerial, 96, 102; solution to management problems 250; trade disputes panel, 310

WTO see World Trade Organization

Yes Men 246-255, 304

Zapatistas 180, 306, 310, 506-507 airforce of, 19; attacks on by paramilitaries, 80-87; caravan 320-325, 388; emergence of, 22-23; notions of power 388; use of the internet, 24, 64, 231
Zapatismo 80, [115], 117, 325, 507
Zero tolerance 134, 211


Captions and credits for the opening photo essay: Text by Subcomandante Insurgente Marcos 1) Zapatista women surround military base, Chiapas, Mexico (Tim Russo) 2) Civilian 'weapons inspectors' invade US air force base, UK (Andrew Stern) 3) Pushing down the wall of shame, FTAA summit protest, Quebec City, Canada (Meyer/Tendance Floue) 4) Breaching the red zone, G8 summit, Genoa, Italy (Jess Hurd www.reportdigital.co.uk) 5) Former playground fenced off by privatized housing, Durban, South Africa (Justin Rowe) 6) Detention centre fence torn down, Woomera, Australia (Desert Indymedia) 7) Police barriers surround Asian Development Bank meeting, Chiang Mai, Thailand (Sukree Sukplang/Reuters) 8) Mexican children illegally cross into the US, US/Mexico border (Todd Bigelow/Aurora Photos)

Captions for chapters: Emergence - Welcoming visitors to a Zapatista Autonomous Municipality, Chiapas, Mexico (Yurina Pantoja Millán).
Clandestinity - The Disobedienti protect themselves from repression, J20, Genoa, Italy (Meyer / Tendence Floue).
Power - Piqteros blockade a highway on the outskirts of Buenos Aires, Argentina (Andrew Stern).
Walking - Love and uprising on the streets of Buenos Aires, 19-20 December 2002, Argentina (Nicolas Pousthomis/Argentina IMC).

Captions and credits for the final photo essay: Text by Subcomandante Insurgente Marcos 1) Children play during a May Day celebration. Olympia, US (Andrew Stern) 2) Under the hooded-skirt Reclaim the Streets plant trees in the fast lane, M41 motorway, London, UK (Julia Guest) 3) Anti-dam protesters on what was the bank of the Narmada river, India (Karen Robinson) 4) Running battles with police, 19 December 2001, Buenos Aires, Argentina (Nicolas Pousthomis/Argentina IMC) 5) Revellers liberate the streets during FTAA summit, Quebec City, Canada (Meyer/Tendance Floue) 6) Movimento Sem Terra occupies unused farmland, Brazil (Sebastião Salgado/Amazonas Images) 7) Piqteros road blockade, Buenos Aires, Argentina (Andrew Stern) 8) Neighbourhood assembly meeting, Buenos Aires, Argentina (Nicolas Pousthomis/Argentina IMC).

Every effort has been made to correctly credit photographs used. Please contact us with any additional information.